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I am thrilled to introduce you to ActiveGrowthFX, a company poised to revolutionize the
digital marketing landscape. Our innovative approach combines cutting-edge technology
with strategic expertise to drive unparalleled growth for our clients.

At ActiveGrowthFX, we're committed to delivering exceptional returns for our investors
while making a positive impact on businesses worldwide. With a proven track record of
success and a dedicated team of experts, we are well-positioned for exponential growth
in the coming years.

I invite you to join us on this exciting journey as we shape the future of digital marketing
together. Let's unlock limitless potential and create lasting value for all stakeholders.

Warm regards,

Founder and CEO ActiveGrowthFX

NATHANIEL HAMMOND
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Active Growthfx is an automatic online investment platform established by a
team of professional traders focusing mainly on cryptocurrency, trading over
multiple exchanges and market. Adding value to the team of like minded
businessmen specialist in Bitcoin mining. Our company has been growing fast by
expanding trade industry and mining techniques and rolling more elite traders
and Miners respectively. Active Growthfx is helping to educate, provide service
for, secure, protect and ultimately profit from this emerging industry.

Recently, our company made a successful attempt in the international
technology market with an offer to provide profitable investments in the
financial industry. 

Our main aim is to provide safe and secured returns to our investors with
effective, profitable trading and mining solutions where investors need little or
no experience at all to invest and earn from our services. Our investors can
choose one of three lucrative yet simple investment plan with Active Growthfx .
You can join us today to start earning formidable profits and also create yourself
another stream of legit income. 

All you need to do is to register on our website, choose a plan and make deposit,
then sit back and relax while our experts work for you.. We are expanding our
features by providing you instant deposit and withdrawals. Use the possibilities
of the company and earn on daily basis.

ReallyGreatSite 

A Brief Story About The Company

ABOUT US
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STEADY GROWTH

Active Growthfx is a
safe and secured
option, which ensures
steady growth on your
investments with daily
returns on an ongoing
basis.

RELIABLE SYSTEM

Active Growthfx is backed
by team of professionals,
experts and specialist of
trading market providing
24/7 guidance and support
to the users ensuring a
reliable system.

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

The most advanced
intelligent monitoring
technology with high level
of professionalism. Active
Growthfx provides safe
returns on your
investments ensuring
maximum efficiency.



At Active Growthfx , we commit to provide services we render to our clients. This
is why we always try to expand our technical capabilities and financial turnover
with the help of ASIC miners having hands-on experience guarantees for gaining
profit by generating crypto currencies. Active Growthfx envisions to widen the
pool of investors by engaging in effective strategic mining and trading of crypto
currencies.

VISION

MISSION
The goal of Active Growthfx is to provide its users a unique, safe and secured platform for their
investments in the field of crypto currency. This is why we have used cutting-edge platform with
extensive infrastructure intended to make things more convenient.

Due to this technology, our platform is able to make possible of providing real and steady profits
on an ongoing daily basis.
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WHY US

Our customer care service is
available at all time to attend
to you and also offer profitable
advice on the best investment
programs.

Here are some of the many features that define our uniqueness.

The system runs on highly
encrypted algorithms to
protect and secure our user
accounts. We have experienced
security experts who are
constantly fixing threats.

Your financial future is secured
through our multiple
investment packages that are
suitable for every class.

The team of technicians Active
Growthfx and the company's
financial department monitor key
cryptocurrency market trends.
We are studying the processes of
mining and search the system
that will optimize costs and
reduce net cost of Bitcoin.

We offer you an unbeatable
interest on your investment
within the shortest possible time

Our team trades cryptocurrencies
since their entry into the wide
circulation in 2015, it understands
the Bitcoin pricing mechanisms
and monitors the main trends at
the market.

24/7 Support

Quick Returns

Secured Transactions

Our Knowledge

Strong Security

Our Experience
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Our roots go back to 2007 - right around the
beginning of the revolution that would become
known today as Bitcoin. Following the boom of
this industry, we quickly began to see some of
the common issues that were present when
people tried to become involved. We took this
need into account along with our own personal
ambition to develop an integrated platform that
was able to both satisfy the needs of investors
and meet their expectations with sufficient
returns on their investments. Since then, we
have maintained our focus as a company that
looks towards the future and transforms the
opportunities offered to our valued clients.

Take advantage of proven solutions to
achieve cryptocurrency success High Tech

Security

Blueback Global

Corporate

AIICO Insurance American
International

Insured
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Active growthfx is a leading provider of forex
trading services, and we offer a range of solutions
to help our clients trade in the foreign exchange
market. At Active growthfx, we understand that
forex trading is a complex and fast-moving
market, and our team of experts has years of
experience in navigating this market successfully.
We offer a range of tools and resources to help
our clients make informed trading decisions,
including market analysis, real-time data feeds,
and expert insights.
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OUR SERVICES 
FOREX

Active growthfx is a leading provider of forex
trading services, and we offer a range of solutions
to help our clients trade in the foreign exchange
market. At Active growthfx, we understand that
forex trading is a complex and fast-moving
market, and our team of experts has years of
experience in navigating this market successfully.
We offer a range of tools and resources to help
our clients make informed trading decisions,
including market analysis, real-time data feeds,
and expert insights.

AGRICULTURE 



At Active growthfx, we have a team of
experienced professionals who are committed to
providing our clients with the highest level of
service. Our warehousing services include the
storage of goods, inventory management, and
order fulfillment. We work closely with our clients
to develop customized warehousing solutions
that meet their specific needs. Our expertise and
experience enable us to optimize warehouse
processes and reduce costs, ultimately improving
our clients' bottom line
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OUR SERVICES 
WAREHOUSING

REAL ESTATE 

CRYPTO-CURRENCIES 



INVESTMENT PLANS 
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MEET OUR TEAM
Distinctively grow go forward manufactured products and optimal networks.
Globally administrate 24/7 interfaces and end-to-end platforms.

Katerina Cotton Austin Medina Nathaniel Hammond 
Broker

Broker

Broker Co-Founder and CEO 
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Active Growthfx is one of the most reliable diversified financial investment
service provider in the world. Our fundamental mission is to help customers and
clients achieve their financial objectives. With offices locate in the United
States, Australia,Canada and headquartered in Uk, Active Growthfx have staffs
with over 30 years’ experience in combining financial development and trades.
We are committed to pushing the boundaries of what constitutes the highest
standards in trades and asset management.

With over $5.3 million traded in the market, we are dedicated to giving our
clients their own share of the profit daily. As a leading global market maker,
Active Growthfx has one of the World’s Largest Independent traders and fund
managers with clients from different parts of the World. Today, as a successful
trade investment and asset management company, we are trusted by
thousands of clients. Our sterling reputation, dedication to meeting our clients’
needs and innovative approach to business development are some driving
forces behind our success.

Renewed on:28 October 2023
Registrar: Company House
Registration Number: 13711366

LEGAL INFORMATION 
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CERTIFICATE 
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THANK YOU
we're committed to delivering the highest level of service and
performance to meet your financial goals. we are fully dedicated to
ensuring that your investment experience with us exceeds your
expectations. Whether it's navigating market fluctuations, exploring
new opportunities, or providing transparent communication, we are
here for you every step of the way.

Address
8 Patterson Road, London, England, SE19 2LD

Mail
support@activegrowthfx.com

Website
www.activegrowthfx.com 
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